Superstructures of PbS nanocrystals in a conjugated polymer and the aligning role of oxidation.
We present a method to directly align PbS nanocrystals in micron-sized superstructures within a conjugated polymer. First, lead sulfide nanocrystals are directly synthesized in a MEH-PPV suspension via a single pot, surfactant-free method. Post-synthesis precipitation of the composite solution involving mild oxidation of the nanocrystals results in the formation of nanocrystal-polymer and nanocrystal-oxide superstructures. Detailed TEM is used to study the crystallographic nature of these structures and the roles of polymer and lead sulfate. An epitaxial relationship between lead sulfide and lead sulfate at the nanoscale is shown, giving insight into the oxidation rates of the PbS nanocrystals' facets.